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IEEE REGION 10 SPECIAL INDUSTRY CONCLAVE
Theme: Fostering Industry/Academia Networking under Vibrant Industry 4.0 Landscape

16th SEPTEMBER 2022

IEEE Region 10 Special Industry Conclave is conceptualized to offer a platform of collaboration and networking for Industry leaders, Research and Academic Professionals, Young Professionals, Practitioners and Women in Engineering. This initiative is aimed to foster skill development required for industries, sessions and internship on disruptive technologies, Industry-Academia collaborations.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

INDUSTRY FORUMS
- Industry speakers share pain spots; Industry interaction with academia to innovate solutions
- Academia orientation on real world problems with research outcomes valued by industry.
- Product exhibition
- Students get awareness of real-world research topics and/or possible internship opportunities
CROSS POLLINATION OF IDEAS: INDUSTRY/ENTREPRENEUR/STARTUPS RELATED SESSIONS
- CEO Forum/Panels with representation from Industry associations and startup missions.
- Experience sharing by entrepreneurs.
- Startup fundamentals & need-to-know introduced by industry leaders
- Pitching competitions by SYW startup teams and Matchup with investors/VCs.

INDUSTRY ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGIES AND TALENTS, YP/WIE, THROUGH ENGAGEMENT WITHIN SPONSORED BOOTH
- Local HR/Recruiters to sponsor YP/WIE activities.
- Industry/Student, Young professional, Women in engineering Engagement
- Startup fundamentals & need-to-know introduced by industry leaders
- Pitching competitions by SYW startup teams and Matchup with investors/VCs.

START-UP BOOSTER EVENTS AND SKILL CONNECT WORKSHOPS FOR INTERNSHIPS
- Six Hackathon ideas to be supported @300USD
- Three Outstanding startups to be supported @500USD
- Selected start up CEOs/Founders will be invited to be the part of CEO panel and they will be allowed to exhibit their services and products @2022 IEEE- HTC

PAPER SUBMISSION THROUGH WEBSITE
https://r10htc2022.org/